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NATO´S NEW MISSILE DEFENSE SHIELD
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Introduction

In the wake of Russia's aggression in Ukraine, NATO countries continue to strengthen military
cooperation among themselves. Fourteen Atlantic Alliance countries, plus future NATO member
Finland and led by Germany, announced the past 13th of October an agreement to jointly develop a
new missile defense shield to cover the northern European continent1.

This missile defense shield, negotiated over several months mainly by German Chancellor Olaf Scholz
and dubbed the "European Sky Shield Initiative", will link German, American and possibly also Israeli
systems. Partly for this reason, France has decided to stay out of the project, always believing that
European sovereignty should come first2.

2 Vincent, E. (2022, October 15). Germany unites 14 NATO countries to buy Missile Defense Shield, much to the annoyance of
France. Le Monde.fr. Retrieved October 24, 2022, from https://www.lemonde.fr/en/international/article/2022/10/15/
germany-unites-14-nato-countries-to-buy-a-missile-defense-shield-much-to-the-annoyance-of-france_6000452_4.html

1 NATO. (n.d.). ''NATO's defensive shield is strong'', says chair of the NATO Military Committee. NATO. Retrieved October 24, 2022,
from https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/news_192544.htm
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The importance of this defense shield today

Mircea Geoana, deputy secretary general of the military organization of NATO, stated on this regard
that this commitment is even more crucial today, at a historic moment when we see Russia's ruthless
and indiscriminate missile attacks against Ukraine.3 Geoana stressed his point of view, stating that
this new equipment will seriously strengthen the Alliance's ability to defend against all air and missile
threats that the Alliance may face.

The “European Sky Shield Initiative” will allow all participating nations to jointly develop an air and
missile defense system using interoperable, off-the-shelf solutions. This multinational and
multifaceted approach to defense, offers a flexible way in which nations can strengthen their
deterrence and defense in an efficient and cost-effective way.

This initiative was announced by German Chancellor Olaf Scholz in August, referring to it as a
"security gain for all of Europe." At that time, Scholz argued that “combined air defense would prove
more cost-effective than each country racing to defend its own skies or building its own air defense
systems”. The German chancellor also stated that Germany had the need to invest heavily in air
defense in the next years and therefore this initiative would mean getting a head start, as other allied
countries would support them from the beginning.

"It is about being interoperable. It is about being able to design prices accordingly. And, of course, it is
also about being able to support each other in terms of maintenance," Christine Lambrecht,
Germany´s Defense Minister stated. "It's a win-win situation for the countries involved," she added.
The signing of this initiative occurred on the sidelines of a meeting of NATO defense ministers.4

Spain’s absence from the defense shield

However, Spain is not among the participating allied countries (Belgium, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic,
Estonia, Germany, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Norway, Slovakia, Slovenia, Romania,
and the United Kingdom). Margarita Robles, Spain´s Defense Minister, has spoken out in this regard,
thus establishing that the government knew about the project through German Chancellor Olaf
Scholz but did not receive a formal invitation to join and that, if it did, it would consider doing so.5

Prior to the Spanish-German summit held on 5 October, the German ambassador in Madrid had
claimed that several meetings had been held between Spain and Germany to discuss Spain's possible
accession to the shield. However, Pedro Sánchez later denied the existence of such a possibility.

Subsequently, Defense Minister Margarita Robles assured once again that Germany had not proposed
Spain's participation in the project. She also stated that this is a German decision that is being
discussed unilaterally. On the other hand, Robles also stressed that this initiative is "internal German"
and a project that Berlin is considering in any case. She also reiterated Spain's full commitment to

5 La Otan Reforzará la Protección del Norte de Europa con un Nuevo Escudo antimisiles. MSN. (n.d.). Retrieved October 24, 2022,
from https://www.msn.com/es-es/noticias/internacional/la-otan-reforzar-c3-a1-la-protecci-c3-b3n-del-norte-de-
europa-con-un-nuevo-escudo-antimisiles/ar-AA12VjLo

4 AFP, S. W. W. (2022, October 10). Germany says Air Defense Shield to reach Ukraine 'in Days'. The Defense Post. Retrieved
October 24, 2022, from https://www.thedefensepost.com/2022/10/10/germany-air-defense-shield-ukraine/

3 NATO. (2022, October 13). 14 NATO allies and Finland agree to boost European Air Defence Capabilities. NATO. Retrieved October
24, 2022, from https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/news_208103.htm
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NATO, citing as an example the 1,300 troops currently contributing to various foreign missions of the
Atlantic Alliance.6

France and Italy are also absent on this defense shield, as they are both working on a different and
independent one.

Conclusion

The recently agreed missile defense shield will be a game changer for European defense strategy. The
actual impact of this shield is something we will have to wait to witness and then analyze as it is likely
going to have a great impact on Europe as a whole, rather than only on the participating countries.
Moreover, the existence of a European air and missile defense system through common procurement
of equipment by European nations in a context of dangerous nuclear escalation in the Ukrainian war
and a growing Russian threat, is a very positive measure that will hopefully prevent a greater conflict.
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